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Engineering costs of a hypothetical SAI program commencing in 15 years
Goal to halve the increase in radiative forcing under RCP6.0

Several assumptions, e.g.:

−0.25 W m−2 / Tg S

0.8 K / W m−2 average temp. sensitivity

Source: Smith & Wagner (Environ. Res. Lett., 2018), gwagner.com/sai-costs

http://www.gwagner.com/sai-costs


Proposed high-altitude aircraft with costs ~$1,500/ton
Total average deployment costs ~$2.5b/year for first 15 years

Source: Smith & Wagner (Environ. Res. Lett., 2018), gwagner.com/sai-costs

What are broader system/societal 
costs of any proposed deployment?

http://www.gwagner.com/sai-costs


Balloons generally considered too costly, cumbersome for deployment
Experimental platform ≠ deployment technology

Source: Smith & Wagner (Environ. Res. Lett., 2018), gwagner.com/sai-costs

http://www.gwagner.com/sai-costs


Hobbyists’ high-altitude balloons:

~5-10 kg payload

>20 km

~$25-50/launch



Highly decentralized nonstate solar geoengineering
High-altitude balloons with ~5-10 kg payload, at ~$5/kg SO2 (?!)

Source: Reynolds & Wagner (Environmental Politics, 2019), gwagner.com/decentralizedSG

“Technically possible,
economically feasible”

http://www.gwagner.com/decentralizedSG


Incentives and governance implications 
Unprecedented way in which individuals and other nonstate actors could influence international politics?

Individuals’ incentives

More effective than ‘carbon offsets’?

Appeal to egalitarian-minded environmentalists?

Covert(?) state-sponsored intervention?

Governance questions

Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution?

Stratospheric Ozone Treaties?

 Laws, of course, can—would?!—change

Appropriate analogies?

Social media, drugs, DIY biotech/CRISPR, terrorism, cyber?

Source: Reynolds & Wagner (Environmental Politics, 2019), gwagner.com/decentralizedSG

http://www.gwagner.com/decentralizedSG
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“Top-down,” “macro”
Broad questions, few answers

 “Moral hazard”
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Active Research Program
International, open-access, multi-
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Solar geoengineering v mitigation 
Not just “moral hazard”

Real tradeoffs

• “SRM as CDR?” (Keith, Wagner & Zabel, Nature Climate Change 2017)

• SRM leads to higher greenhouse-gas levels, lower temperatures, 
and—“in the context of our model”—higher “welfare”
(Moreno-Cruz, Wagner & Keith, HKS Faculty Working Paper 2017)

“Moral hazard”

• 30+ studies finding moral hazard (review: Burns et al, Earth‘s Future 2016)

• Revealed behavior finding ‘inverse moral hazard’ (Merk, Pönitzsch & 
Rehdanz, Environ. Res. Lett., 2016)

• Individuals’ vs policy-makers’ reactions (e.g. Gingrich, Newt, Human Events, 3 
June 2008)
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Acquiescence bias may dominate any “moral hazard” finding
n=1,000, part of 36,000-subject 2016 Cooperative Congressional Election Study of US electorate, Oct-Nov 2016

Ask whether solar geoengineering “will motivate society to cut emissions less”, get (weak) agreement.
Ask whether it will cut emissions “more,” get (weak) agreement.

Source: Mahajan, Tingley & Wagner (Environmental Politics 2018), gwagner.com/fast-cheap-imperfect

http://www.gwagner.com/fast-cheap-imperfect
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What’s the low-probability, high-consequence way SRM could go wrong?
Nature cover 25(!) years after Pinatubo

Prior: SRM good for crop yields due to lower temps

2018 Nature cover identifies negative effect due to 
diffuse sunlight from Pinatubo

But Nature study is wrong, too; e.g. misses CO2
fertilization effect

How much of what SRM will do
is known, not yet known,
or simply unknowable?

Source: Proctor et al (Nature 2018)



Concluding thoughts

(1) If ∃ significant positive correlation between SRM uncertainty and climate 
change uncertainty,

and

(2) if climate change uncertainty more consequential than SRM uncertainty,

then:

the greater are the uncertainties about SRM damages, the more appealing, 
on an expected-value basis, is SRM.

Source: Zeckhauser & Wagner (Harvard Project on Climate Agreements conference volume , 2019), gwagner.com/uncertainty-ignorance

http://www.gwagner.com/uncertainty-ignorance
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High-altitude balloons 
Some calculations

Rough calculation

~10kg payload SO2

>20 km

~$25/launch  ~$5/kg SO2 > ~$1.4/kg SO2 (high-altitude aircraft)

e.g. 100m balloons  ~1 Mt SO2 ~-0.1°C

Questions

Burn S in situ, like high-altitude aircraft, or carry SO2?

How to carry/handle SO2? Canister? Mixed with lifting gas?

Balloons designed to ‘fail’/burst at ~20km? (Balloon litter…)

Is there enough helium?

~11.3 m3 helium to lift 5kg to ~20km ‘burst altitude’  lifting 1Mt SO2 takes ~2.3b m3 helium

Source: Reynolds & Wagner (Environmental Politics, 2019), gwagner.com/decentralizedSG

http://www.gwagner.com/decentralizedSG


Model addressing SG ignorance
Fuller model under development (possibly joint with Chris Avery)—includes ignorance about climate damages

• 2 periods: one experimental, one implementation
• SG is “fast, cheap, and imperfect”

— “Fast”: Feedback within a period
— “Cheap”: Zero direct costs
— “Imperfect”: Potentially large SG damages (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆), following β-function

• Learning within a period is incomplete, via altering β-function parameters
• SG measured in form of Mt sulfur/year. Sulfate sensitivity 𝜉𝜉 in �𝑊𝑊

𝑚𝑚2
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑆𝑆
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

• SG modifies “realized temperature” (𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 = 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 − 𝜉𝜉 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)
• Quadratic climate damages: 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 = 𝐴𝐴 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡2 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡
• Objective to minimize expected damages 𝐸𝐸 𝑆𝑆1 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆1 + 𝛿𝛿 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇2 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2

• Current simplifying assumptions, relaxed in future work:
— No mitigation
— No climate damage uncertainty
— No risk aversion



Summary of results
Version 0.1

• Greater SG risk, lower 𝑠𝑠1
• Greater assumed knowledge, lower 𝑠𝑠1
• Longer 𝑠𝑠2 period, greater 𝑠𝑠1
• 𝑠𝑠2 grows with GNP in period 2
• Results intuitive
• Value of exercise: getting thinking straight about value of testing (“Optimal tasting©”)

Next model steps:
• Incorporate learning about climate damages
• Incorporate mitigation expenditures
• Add risk aversion
• HARD: Realistic uncertainty parameter values
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